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Diffusion-Weighted MRI: Distinction of Skull Base Chordoma From Chondrosarcoma


ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Chordoma and chondrosarcoma of the skull base are rare tumors with overlapping presentations and anatomic imaging features but different prognoses. We hypothesized that these tumors might be distinguished by using diffusion-weighted MR imaging.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We retrospectively reviewed 19 patients with pathologically confirmed chordoma or chondrosarcoma who underwent both conventional and diffusion-weighted MR imaging. Differences in distributions of ADC were assessed by the Kruskal-Wallis test. Associations between histopathologic diagnosis and conventional MR imaging features (T2 signal intensity, contrast enhancement, and tumor location) were assessed with the Fisher exact test.

RESULTS: Chondrosarcoma was associated with the highest mean ADC value (2051 ± 261 mm²/s) and was significantly different from classic chordoma (1474 ± 100 mm²/s) and poorly differentiated chordoma (875 ± 100 mm²/s) (P < .001). Poorly differentiated chordoma was characterized by low T2 signal intensity (P = .001), but other conventional MR imaging features of enhancement and/or lesion location did not reliably distinguish these tumor types.

CONCLUSIONS: Diffusion-weighted MR imaging may be useful in assessing clival tumors, particularly in differentiating chordoma from chondrosarcoma. A prospective study of a larger cohort will be required to determine the value of ADC in predicting histopathologic diagnosis.

ABBREVIATIONS: PD — poorly differentiated

Chordoma and chondrosarcoma constitute most primary bone tumors arising within the skull base, with a collective incidence of 0.03 cases per 100,000 person-years in the United States.¹ Due to their common location, they often have similar clinical presentations, though recurrence and survival rates are notably worse for chordoma than for the rarer chondrosarcoma.²⁻⁴

Chordoma arises from notochordal remnants and is typically centered on the clivus,⁵ whereas chondrosarcoma is mesenchymal in origin and is typically centered on the petro-occipital fissure.² These are not pathognomonic features, however, due to unpredictable patterns of origin, growth, and invasion.⁶

Microscopically, chordoma is a moderately cellular neoplasm composed of vacuolated physaliferous cells arranged singly and in cords within a myxoid stroma.⁷ While mitotic activity is rare in typical chordoma, poorly differentiated chordoma shows high mitotic activity and relatively high cell attenuation with a high nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio and prominent nucleoli.⁸⁻¹⁰ The poorly differentiated chordoma is a particularly aggressive tumor with a predilection for the pediatric population. Chondrosarcoma, histologically distinct from chordoma, is composed of atypical chondrocytes with enlarged hyperchromatic nuclei set in an abundant cartilaginous matrix. Chondrosarcoma is graded from low to high, with higher grade tumors demonstrating increased cellularity, mitotic activity, nuclear size, nuclear hyperchromasia, and aggressiveness.¹¹

Despite distinct origins and generally distinct histopathologic
features and clinical behavior, chordoma and chondrosarcoma may be difficult to distinguish from each other on preoperative imaging. Several previous studies have found no MR imaging or CT features that definitively distinguish chordoma from chondrosarcoma.6,12,13 None of these studies, however, applied DWI, a technique used in tumor imaging to assess differences in cellular density and the nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio on the basis of water motion within tissue voxels.14-16 Given the discrete histopathologic features of classic chordoma, poorly differentiated chordoma, and chondrosarcoma, we hypothesized that these tumors could be distinguished by using DWI.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
All patients with pathologically proved skull base chordoma or chondrosarcoma at 2 institutions, between 2004 and 2011, were retrospectively reviewed after approval by the institutional review board, and a waiver of consent was authorized. Patient privacy was protected in accordance with the Health Insurance Portabilit-

FIG 1. ADC measurement. In this 22-month-old girl, poorly differentiated chordoma is seen arising from the clivus (A), which shows minimal or no enhancement (B) and relatively low T2 intensity (C). Regions of interest were drawn at all available axial planes of the tumor on the ADC map (D) and along the entire boundary of the tumor soft tissue, avoiding areas of hemorrhage, necrosis, cyst, or calcification.

FIG 2. Sample ADC measurements in various tumors. Chondrosarcoma (A and D), classic chordoma (B), and poorly differentiated chordoma (C).
ity and Accountability Act of 1996 and with our institutional ethics standards and guidelines. The study cohort was identified from a consecutive series of patients in a pathology data base that included 2 institutions and was defined by 2 inclusion criteria: the patient underwent both conventional and diffusion-weighted MR imaging preoperatively and had pathology confirmed by surgical resection.

**Imaging Methods**

Of our 19 patients, 16 were examined with brain MR imaging at 1.5T or 3T field strength (Signa, Discovery 750; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) with the following brain MR imaging parameters: T2 FSE (TR/TE, 2700–3000/100–120 ms); FLAIR (TR/TE/TI, 9000/120/2200 ms); T1 spin-echo pre- and postgadolinium injection (TR/TE, 600–700/15–20 ms at 5-mm section thickness with a 0- to 1-mm skip); and DWI (TR/TE, 8300/70 ms at 1.5T and 10,000/80 ms at 3T, $b = 1000$ s/mm$^2$, three directions, 4- to 5-mm thickness, 0 skip). Three patients were examined with brain MR imaging at 1.5T (Achieva; Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands) with the following brain MR imaging parameters: T2 FSE (TR/TE, 5000/100 ms); FLAIR (TR/TE/TI, 10,000/140/2200 ms); T1 spin-echo pre- and postgadolinium injection (TR/TE, 500–600/15 ms at 5-mm thickness, 1 skip); and DWI (TR/TE, 4000/53 ms, $b = 1000$ s/mm$^2$, three directions, 5-mm thickness, 0 skip). ADC maps were generated with commercially available software.

**Radiologic Evaluation**

The ADC measurements were obtained from regions of interest that encompassed the soft-tissue component of the tumor. In 2 cases, patients with large intratumoral hemorrhages were excluded because nonhemorrhagic tumor could not be defined for measurement. ROIs were drawn by a board-certified neuroradiologist with a Certificate of Added Qualification (K.W.Y.), blinded to both pathologic and clinical information. A region of interest was drawn on all axial images that included the tumor, excluding areas of cyst/cavity formation, hemorrhage/mineralization, and/or necrosis (Figs 1 and 2) identified on the anatomic imaging sequences. Mean, maximum, and minimum ADC values were obtained within this region of interest at all axial sections that included the tumor and then averaged. Region-of-interest placement was also performed in a blinded fashion by a neurosurgeon (R.M.L.) on the basis of 6 random sample cases; interobserver agreement for ADC values was analyzed by using the intraclass correlation coefficient and was found to be highly reliable (95% confidence interval, 0.979–1.000).

Additionally, we investigated the following MR imaging features: enhancement pattern, T2 intensity relative to gray matter, and lesion location. Enhancement pattern was graded as 0 (little or none), 1 heterogeneous, or 2 (90% homogeneous enhancement (Fig 3). Lesions were scored as high or low T2 intensity on the basis of homogeneous areas that were characteristic of ≥90% of the tumor volume (Fig 4). One case (patient 16 in the On-line Table) was excluded from the analysis with the Fisher exact test due to mixed T2 intensity, and this is noted as a heterogeneous lesion containing varying T2 intensities in the On-line...
Table. These MR imaging features were assessed by a board-certified neuroradiologist (K.W.Y.), again blinded to pathologic and clinical information.

Pathology
Tumor specimens were retrieved from the surgical pathology files of Stanford University Medical Center and Vanderbilt University Medical Center. Histologic diagnoses were confirmed by board-certified neuropathologists (H.V., B.C.M.). Immunohistochemical staining for SMARCB1/INI1, brachyury, cytokeratin CKAE1/AE3, and S-100 was performed per standard protocols by using formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue. The appropriate positive and negative tissue controls were analyzed.

Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed with the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, Version 20.0 (SPSS, Chicago, Illinois) with an a priori significance level of \( \alpha = .05 \). Differences in distributions of ADC and patient age for the 3 tumor types were assessed by the Kruskal-Wallis test of independent samples with multiple pair-wise comparisons. Associations between histopathologic diagnosis and MR imaging features of T2-weighted signal, contrast enhancement, and tumor location were assessed with the Fisher exact test.

RESULTS
Subjects
Of 38 patients identified from our data bases, 21 patients had available diffusion-weighted imaging. Two patients with large intratumoral hemorrhage were excluded due to difficulty visualizing non-hemorrhagic soft-tissue components of tumor. The characteristics and clinical data of the remaining 19 patients are shown in Table 1. Individual demographic and MR imaging features of each tumor are shown in the On-line Table. The median age at diagnosis was 36 (range, 2–84) years, and there were 8 males and 11 females. Diagnoses included 9 (47%) chondrosarcomas, 7 (37%) classic chordomas, and 3 (16%) poorly differentiated chordomas. Histologic analysis included immunohistochemical studies, with chondrosarcoma demonstrating S-100 reactivity and lack of keratin staining, and chordoma demonstrating brachyury reactivity. Loss of nuclear SMARCB1/INI1 reactivity was observed in the poorly differentiated subset of chordoma. Tumor locations included 11 (58%) clival, 7 (37%) petroclival, and 1 (5%) pterygoid regions. Sixteen (84%) of the tumors were new diagnoses, and 3 (16%) represented residual or recurrent disease. Two of the 3 patients with recurrent/residual tumors had been treated with radiation before imaging.

Patient age at diagnosis differed among the groups, with significance due to the difference between poorly differentiated chordoma and chondrosarcoma \( (P = .047) \). The mean ages in years at diagnosis for chondrosarcoma, classic chordoma, and poorly differentiated chordoma were 43.3 ± 17.3, 37.7 ± 23, and 5.7 ± 3.2 years, respectively.

Diffusion MR Imaging
The distributions of averaged mean, minimum, and maximum ADC for the 3 tumor types are shown in Table 2. Chondrosarcoma had the highest ADC values, followed by classic chordoma, and PD chordoma, which had the lowest ADC values. The tumor types differed in mean, minimum, and maximum ADC according to the Kruskal-Wallis test of independent samples \( (P = .001, 0.001, \text{and } 0.028, \text{respectively}) \). For mean and minimum ADC, pair-wise comparisons identified differences between chondrosarcoma and both classic and PD chordoma, while these values were not different between the 2 chordoma types. For maximum
Table 1: Patient characteristics and clinical data (n = 19)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Entire Cohort (n = 19)</th>
<th>Chondrosarcoma (n = 9)</th>
<th>Classic Chordoma (n = 7)</th>
<th>Poorly Differentiated Chordoma (n = 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age at diagnosis (yr)</td>
<td>Median: 36</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Range: 2–84</td>
<td>28–84</td>
<td>2–64</td>
<td>2–8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Male: 8 (42%)</td>
<td>3 (33%)</td>
<td>3 (43%)</td>
<td>2 (67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female: 11 (58%)</td>
<td>6 (67%)</td>
<td>4 (57%)</td>
<td>1 (33%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor location</td>
<td>Clival: 11 (58%)</td>
<td>4 (44%)</td>
<td>5 (71%)</td>
<td>3 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Petroclival: 7 (37%)</td>
<td>4 (44%)</td>
<td>2 (29%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pterygoid: 1 (5%)</td>
<td>1 (11%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New: 16 (84%)</td>
<td>8 (89%)</td>
<td>5 (71%)</td>
<td>3 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recurrent/residual: 3 (16%)</td>
<td>1 (11%)</td>
<td>2 (29%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: ADC values for each tumor type (10^{-6} mm^2/s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tumor</th>
<th>Mean ADC (Median)</th>
<th>Minimum ADC (Median)</th>
<th>Maximum ADC (Median)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chondrosarcoma (n = 9)</td>
<td>2051 ± 262</td>
<td>1488 ± 360</td>
<td>2503 ± 512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classic Chordoma (n = 7)</td>
<td>1474 ± 117</td>
<td>905 ± 118</td>
<td>2199 ± 255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poorly Differentiated Chordoma (n = 3)</td>
<td>875 ± 100</td>
<td>491 ± 210</td>
<td>1503 ± 127</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: MRI features for each tumor type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tumor</th>
<th>T2 Hypointensity</th>
<th>&gt;90% Enhancement</th>
<th>Clival Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chondrosarcoma (n = 9)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>5 (56%)</td>
<td>4 (44%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classic chordoma (n = 7)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>1 (14%)</td>
<td>4 (57%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poorly differentiated chordoma (n = 3)</td>
<td>3 (100%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>3 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ADC, the P value was significant because of the difference between PD chordoma and chondrosarcoma. Distributions of mean, minimum, and maximum ADC values were not different between new and residual or recurrent disease (P = .911, 0.576, and 0.441, respectively).

Other MR imaging Features

Additional MR imaging features are shown in Table 3. Among the tumor types, poorly differentiated chordoma was distinguished by T2 low intensity relative to gray matter (P = .001). Classic chordoma and chondrosarcoma demonstrated T2 high intensity (Fig 4), except in 1 case that showed mixed intensity. The tumor types were not distinguished by contrast enhancement (P = .167) or clival-versus-petroclival location (P = .381). Only 1 tumor had an area of MR imaging–visible calcification or focal blood product, and this area was excluded from region-of-interest measurement.

DISCUSSION

In this study, chondrosarcoma was associated with the highest ADC values (mean ADC: 2051 ± 261 × 10^{-6} mm^2/s), followed by classic chordoma (1474 ± 117 × 10^{-6} mm^2/s) and poorly differentiated chordoma (875 ± 100 × 10^{-6} mm^2/s). Multiple pairwise comparisons demonstrated significant ADC differences between chondrosarcoma and both types of chordoma but did not distinguish the 2 chordoma types. These differences likely reflect tumor biology (eg, differences in cellular density, nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio, and extracellular matrix, each of which has been shown to contribute to nonuniformity of ADC in other tumor types).14-17

Diffusion measurements within an imaging voxel reflect the movement of both extracellular and intracellular water.15,17 Hypercellular areas may have low ADC values from reduced water motion within a crowded interstitial space.14 Similarly, cells with high nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio and prominent nucleoli may have low ADC from reduced water motion within cells because of increased intracellular protein.16

Among these skull base tumors, the striking differences in ADC may be attributable to the extracellular matrices of these tumors. The higher ADC values of chondrosarcomas, which have varying degrees of cellularity within a cartilaginous stroma,2,19-21 likely reflect relatively free extracellular water motion. Our ADC value for chondrosarcomas is very similar to the value of 2290 ± 10^{-6} mm^2/s reported by Hayashida et al22 for chondrosarcomas outside the skull base, which have identical histologic features. In contrast, the myxoid stroma of chordomas, through which strands or sheets of physaliferous cells are arranged, likely impedes extracellular water motion to a greater degree.

In the case of very low diffusion, the diagnosis of poorly differentiated chordoma may be considered because water motion is further reduced in this markedly more cellular tumor compared with classic chordoma and chondrosarcoma. This subtype, however, may be difficult to distinguish from other highly cellular neoplasms of the skull base, such as rhabdomyosarcoma and primitive neuroectodermal tumor, and requires a pathologic assessment with special stains such as those for brachyury and INI-1.10

For tumors in general, variation in ADC may arise from heterogeneity in cell size and density, as well as microscopic hemorrhage or calcification. In our study, 2 hemorrhagic tumors were excluded because nonhemorrhagic tumor could not be defined for measurement, and in 1 case with MR imaging–visible focal calcification or blood product, region-of-interest placement and imaging section selection were conducted carefully to exclude this area from analysis.
Our study corroborates previous reports that both classic chordoma and chondrosarcoma show high intensity on T2-weighted images.\textsuperscript{6,12,13} Our cohort included 3 cases of poorly differentiated chordoma, and these demonstrated T2 low intensity relative to gray matter, a finding that, to our knowledge, has not been previously reported. We found no pattern of contrast enhancement that distinguished among tumor types, similar to previous reports.\textsuperscript{6}

We recognize that a larger sample size might demonstrate overlapping diffusion characteristics among these tumors, just as there may be overlapping histologic features on microscopic examination, but large sample sizes of these rare tumors are difficult to accrue. The chondroid variant of chordoma, for example, may show stromal features that mimic the hyaline cartilage seen in chondrosarcoma,\textsuperscript{2} while a subset of chondrosarcoma can show a myxoid matrix characteristic of chordoma. Both tumors may have areas of calcification and even ossification.\textsuperscript{2} Because of the close relationship between histology and tissue water properties, ADC may fail as an absolute predictor of diagnosis in such cases of histopathologic crossovers and variabilities but can still potentially provide worthwhile information about the presumptive diagnosis of a skull base lesion. A further limitation may be the use of patient data following radiation therapy, which may increase the variance of ADC values and limit the applicability for preoperative diagnosis. However, despite higher ADC among irradiated chordomas, the values were still lower than those of any chondrosarcoma.

Diffusion properties of skull base tumors previously have not been compared for the purpose of preoperative diagnosis, except in 1 recent study in which ADC was the basis for a general distinction between benign and malignant skull lesions that correlated with cell density.\textsuperscript{23} Our results suggest that diffusion-weighted imaging and calculation of ADC values may aid in distinguishing chordoma from chondrosarcoma.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Diffusion MR imaging may be useful in assessing clival tumors, particularly in differentiating chordoma from chondrosarcoma and suggesting the rare poorly differentiated chordoma. Prospective study of a larger cohort will be required to determine the value of ADC in predicting the histopathologic diagnosis.
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